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Spring	  Cleaning	  Checklist

Bedrooms	  
 

¨ discard old or unwanted clothing 
¨ organize clothes in closets/drawers 
¨ wash all bedding, including dust 

ruffle, pillows, and comforter 
¨ clean out and vacuum under bed 
¨ dust fan and light fixtures 
¨ replace light bulbs 
¨ dust blinds or wash curtains 
¨ wash windows 

¨ rinse window screens 
¨ wash/vacuum baseboards 
¨ vacuum floor 
¨ dust dressers and side tables 
¨ get rid of junk in side tables/chest 
¨ wipe fingerprints from light switches 

and doors 
¨ change batteries in smoke detectors 
¨ clear cobwebs from ceiling 

 
 
Bathrooms 
 

¨ declutter and reorganize drawers 
¨ declutter and reorganize cupboards 
¨ clean out medicine cabinet 
¨ discard expired meds 
¨ update first-aid kit 
¨ discard old make-up 
¨ discard worn out bath towels 
¨ wipe fingerprints from light switches 

and doors 
¨ clear cobwebs from ceiling 
¨ dust fan and light fixtures 

¨ replace light bulbs 
¨ wash windows 
¨ vacuum blinds 
¨ rinse window screens 
¨ deep clean sinks, tub, toilet 
¨ wash/replace shower curtain 
¨ wash/vacuum baseboards 
¨ mop floor 
¨ wash bath mats 
¨ wash mirror 

Kitchen	  
¨ declutter and reorganize all cabinets 
¨ declutter and reorganize all drawers 
¨ declutter and reorganize pantry 
¨ discard worn out kitchen linens 
¨ dust fan and light fixtures 
¨ replace light bulbs 
¨ wash windows 
¨ vacuum blinds 
¨ rinse window screens 
¨ clean out under sink 
¨ clean and disinfect fridge water 

dispenser 
¨ clean microwave inside and out 

¨ run dishwasher cleaner through the 
machine 

¨ wipe down appliances 
¨ scrub kitchen table and legs 
¨ scrub kitchen chairs 
¨ wipe fingerprints from light switches 

and doors 
¨ wash/vacuum baseboards 
¨ mop kitchen floor 
¨ wipe backsplash and walls 
¨ clean tile grout, if any 
¨ clean stove pans and grids 
¨ dust refrigerator coals 
¨ clear cobwebs from ceiling 
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¨ clean crumbs from toaster 
¨ clean the oven 
¨ wipe down kitchen cabinets 

¨ sanitize cutting boards 
¨ clean coffee pot or tea kettle 

 

Living	  Room	  
 

¨ dust fan and light fixtures 
¨ replace light bulbs 
¨ wash windows 
¨ vacuum blinds 
¨ rinse window screens 
¨ dust book shelves, cabinets, and 

tables 
¨ vacuum under sofa cushions 

¨ wash throw blankets and pillows 
¨ declutter and reorganize books and 

movies 
¨ wipe fingerprints from light switches 

and doors 
¨ wash/vacuum baseboards 
¨ vacuum carpet/mop tile 
¨ clear cobwebs from ceiling 

 

Whole	  House/Hallways	  
 

¨ dust fan and light fixtures 
¨ replace light bulbs 
¨ wash windows 
¨ vacuum blinds 
¨ rinse window screens 
¨ wipe fingerprints from light switches 

and doors 

¨ wash/vacuum baseboards 
¨ vacuum carpet/mop tile 
¨ clear cobwebs from ceiling 
¨ change batteries in smoke detectors 
¨ change furnace/VAC filter 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


